GERMAN & AUSTRIAN RIESLINGS
2003 Dr. Loosen "Wehlener Sonnenuhr" Riesling Spatlese (Mosel-Saar-Ruhr)
WineWorld 2015 : " It’s a light straw colour, and its aromatics of lime-juice, citrus, and Jonathan
apple burst from the glass. There are some earthy undertones and pebbly/slatey elements too. Very
refreshing, and no kero, despite clear bottle-aged characters of light toast. Its another lesson in the
longevity of these flavorsome low-alcohol wines, and a tribute to the skills of Ernie Loosen and his
team." Rating : 90 Points

$155

BCR

$320

2005 Joh. Jos. Prum "Bernkastler Badstube" Riesling Spatlese (MSR)
Bibendum : "This wine has everything we look for in a Prüm riesling, particularly from a 2005,
which is one of the greatest vintages in at least a decade. Great intensity, serious depth of fruit, yet
somehow it remains feather-light and extremely bright and fresh. Remarkable balance." Joh. Jos
Prum is among the very elite of Riesling producers and arguably the very finest Estate of the Mosel if not
Germany - and is often rated as one of the top 10 wine estates in the world .

WS

$240

2006 Joh. Jos. Prum "Wehlener Sonnenuhr" Riesling Auslese (MSR)
Wine Advocate : "The 2006 Auslese shows considerable fermentative overlay with pear, quince,
gardenia and honey informing a creamy palate and wafting finish. Its combination of richness with
delicacy and the purity of its finishing expression of ennobled fruit speak to a fine future, perhaps
three decades or more . Rating : 97+ points."

BCR

$135

2006 Selbach-Oster "Zeltinger Sonnenuhr" Riesling Spätlese (MSR)
Robert Parker : With a lovely nose reminiscent of Normandy cider, it displays lovely lightness and
lift on the palate, with apple, lime, and brown spices conveying a fully ripe but surprisingly fresh,
sappy, even snappy personality. The hint of creaminess and deep, cashew-like sweet nuttiness adds
to the charm. Delicate and refined, will reward at least 15 years' cellaring."

BCR

$275

2007 Joh. Jos. Prum "Wehlener Sonnenuhr" Riesling Auslese (MSR)
Stephen Tanzer : "Delicate aromas of cherry, apple blossom and sweet herbs. Firm apricot pit
flavor, with a nice balance of sweetness and acidity to frame the palate. The elegant finish features
persistent slate minerality. Excellent . Rating : 94 Points"

BCR

$155

2007 Dr. Loosen "Bernkastler Lay" Riesling Kabinett (Mosel-Saar-Ruhr)
DJM : Now starting to really open up, it shows a superb bouquet of nectar, apple blossom and sweet
herbs. It has a lovely vibrant effervescence with white peach fruit and light, fresh acid, just bursting
with flavour and aroma. It really is, as someone called it, spring or sunshine in a bottle.

WS

$135

2007 Selbach-Oster "Graacher Himmelreich" Riesling Spätlese (MSR)
WM June 2017 : this family trace their wine growing back over 350 years, and in great years like
2007 their riesling grapes from near Grach deserve the tag "Himmelreich" (or kingdom of heaven).
Beautifully aromatic, light but rich, smooth and deliciously fresh - wonderful wine. These are
seriously long lived wines, but this is already drinking well. A real treat.

BCR
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$135

2007 Selbach-Oster "Zeltinger Sonnenuhr" Riesling Spätlese (MSR)
Dan Murphy tasting panel : "No one creates Riesling like the Germans. At only 9%
alcohol, there is a decent amount of residual sugar here, and yet like all good German
Rieslings there is plenty of crunchy acid to cut through the sweetness. Such balance is a
rare and beautiful thing. "

BCR

$240

2009 Joh. Jos. Prum Graacher Himmelreich Riesling Auslese (MSR)
Bibendum : "This wine has everything we look for in a Prüm Auslese. Great intensity,
serious depth of fruit, yet somehow it remains feather-light and extremely bright and fresh.
Remarkable balance. 8% alc/vol. Wine Spectator : "Vivid and pure-tasting, with a wellstructured array of mineral, peach, citrus and savory spice notes that are tightly wound.
Impeccable finish of lime and nectarine. Best from 2015 through 2038 . Rating - 95 Points
"

BCR

$220

2009 Joh. Jos. Prum Graacher Himmelreich Riesling Spatlese (MSR)
Nick Stock GWG 2012 : "This vineyard offers a strong sense of slate and dark stones on
the nose: very gentle sulphides here, ripe stone fruits and a spicy nuance, some herbal notes
too. The palate is beautifully balanced - a hall mark of the '09 Prum Spatlese wines.
Delicious fresh apple and white nectarine flavours here, gently honeyed through the finish.
Long, precise and utterly drinkable . Rating : 93 points.

BCR

$280

2009 Joh. Jos. Prum "Wehlener Sonnenuhr" Riesling Auslese (MSR)
Wine Spectator : "Exotic bouquet of passion fruit and mango, lifted by fine floral nuances.
The wine's luscious peach pit flavor and velvety texture are given shape and verve by a
finely chiseled minerality. Dense yet airy, it boasts great refinement and stunning length.
One of the stars of the vintage. Rating : 94 Points"

Half
Bottle

2010 Selbach-Oster Riesling Kabinett (MSR)

Half
Bottle

DJM : "Very pale and crystal clear, showing lovely apple and pear aromas. Nice soft fruit
overlaid with fine, refreshing acidity. Hint of refreshing (salty) minerality. Excellent
texture and balance - quite light, really delicious and very refreshing . "

BCR

$75

BF / BCR

$155

2011 Dr. Loosen "Bernkastler Lay" Riesling Kabinett (Mosel-Saar-Ruhr)
Michael Franz : "fresh, lithe Kabinett. It shows lovely, lifted aromas and flavors of
tangerines and spiced apples leading to a finish that is energized with lots of crackly
acidity and very pronounced mineral notes from slate. Alcohol is quite low at 8%, with
impeccable balance of sweetness and acidity, making this a wonderful aperitif. Rating : 92
Points"

BCR

$220

2011 Joh. Jos. Prum Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling Spatlese
K&L : "From a great vintage, this lovely wine is all about white peach, white flowers and
delicate smoky slate - georgeous effort showing complexity, elegance & fine structure.
Clean & fresh on the palate, a delicate touch of creaminess just adds to the length ."

$190

Half
Bottle

$140
BCR

2012 Dreissigacker "Beckteimer" Riesling (Rheinhessen, Germany)

$80

DJM : Rheinhessen is the largest of the 13 German wine regions and was infamous for trashing the
reputation of German wines with the infamous Liebfraumilch. This lovely Riesling is a long way
from that ! From a vineyard planted in 1728, and now rapidly improving under the young 6 th
generation Jochen Dreissengacker, this dry Riesling has quite herbal aromatics, is quite robust, with
good balance, refreshing acidity and is nicely soft to finish. Very different to the Mosel Rieslings,
but is great drinking.

BCR
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2013 Salomon Undhof "Hochterrassen" Grüner Veltliner Kremstal (region
of Kremstal, near the towns of Stein and Krems, Austria)

Half
Bottle

Wine Spectator : "Shows good concentration to the pippin apple and grapefruit flavors,
seasoned with notes of white pepper. Features plenty of firm stony and mineral details as
well, with a twist of lemon zest on the finish ."

BCR

$110

2014 Dr. Loosen "Graacher Himmelreich" Riesling Kabinett (MSR)
DJM : from one of the top producers, and from a 9 / 10 vintage year, this is a refreshing
and delicious wine. Showing a bright, very pale green colour, it has a gently floral, clean
bouquet. Lighter to medium bodied for this style, it is beautifully smooth with a gentle
richness finishing with a hint of salty minerality to refresh the palate. Lovely as an aperitif
or with lightly spiced foods .

2014 Salomon "Wieden & Berg" Gruner Veltliner (Kremstal, Austria)

$65

BCR

Half
Bottle

V&V : "Encircled by a massive property wall the Wieden vineyard is adjoining the winery.
Vines from the Wieden old Gruner Veltliner rootstocks have been planted on the terraces of
the neighbouring Kreuzberg vineyard. A wine with supple mouthfeel and lush texture with
hints of yellow peach" DJM : lovely & distinctive wine - smooth, flinty, nicely rich and

$55

BCR

fresh.

2014 Joh. Jos. Prum Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling Spatlese

Half
Bottle

Robert Parker Wine Advocate : "Opens with very fine, bright fruit and fine stone/slate
perfume flavors. This is a full-bodied, round, intense, piquant and kicking Wehlener
Sonnenuhr with a very juicy and intense sweetness, but a lingering minerality. Very
sophisticated and complex, this is extremely promising. Don't drink before 2022, but
certainly before you die . Rating : 94 Points"

$125

WS

"the experts all agree that 2015 is the real deal, the best since 1971 and 1975, and a vintage destined
to become legendary in the years to come"

$145

2015 Dr. Loosen "Bernkastler Lay" Riesling Kabinett (Mosel-Saar-Ruhr)
Mosel Fine Wines : for lovers of elegant, floral, yet wonderfully intense Riesling there are
few greater examples than those of Dr. Loosen in the Mosel. "It offers a gorgeous nose of
fresh herbs, white peach and spices. The wine dances on the palate, with good presence
and elegance. The finish is airy and vibrant. This is a deliciously well-made Kabinett
2025-2035. " DJM : this is beautiful drinking - softly rich with loads of fruit sweetness with

BCR

a gently crisp, saline finish

$145

2015 Dr. Loosen "Wehlener Sonnenuhr" Riesling Kabinett (MSR)
Robert Parkers Wine Advocate : "The 2015 Wehlener Sonnenuhr Riesling Kabinett is
clear and flinty on the nose and delivers the typical ripe, lush and sensual fruit aromas of
this famous grand cru. Piquant and racy, but also lush and juicy on the palate, this is a
pure, fine and elegant but pretty Kabinett. Very attractive "

2015 Salomon Undhof "Kogl" Riesling (Kremstal, Austria)
Robert Parker's Wine Advocate : " a pure and mineral but also contracted lemon bouquet
with dusty aromas of crushed wet stones. Full-bodied, fresh and elegant on the palate, this
is a lean and mineral but also dense, intense and persistent Riesling full of energy and
finesse. It is a cool Riesling classic from Stein."

BCR

Half
Bottle

$65

BF
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